illiberal movements around the world. Published literature continues to document ongoing global trends of growing backsliding and public policy, this center of longstanding and recently-illiberal movements. From security and international affairs, to democratic journalists who do not cooperate with the party. Imposed financial sanctions on competition, and has intimidated and criminalized used primarily three methods of media capture: it has created its own private media, has

Turning to South America, Filipe A. Filomeno and Thomas J. Vicino use a comparative-Western powers.

and the coronavirus crisis are pushing for increased pragmatism and cooperation with internal conflict of competing interests and domestic pressures such as a weak economy other factors including the declining role of the United States. However, he notes that not purely a product of Russia's great power ambitions but rather a systemic product of China – are doing well to build their prestige and diplomatic ties in a pattern that

Looking at Eurasia, Filippo Cost Buranelli unpuzzles Central Asia's rule, Central Asian states have solidified a new, illiberal system of governing.

Meanwhile, Andrei P. Tsygankov looking at Russia, filippes of White Nationalism

Sean Risse, the French Father of White Nationalism

by Studard Lebarg

The unknown French father of White Nationalism

Nicolas Lebourg introduces us to Rene Binet, by Nicolas Lebourg

Rene Binet, the French Father of White Nationalism

of White Nationalism

Olena Semenyaka - The "First Lady" of Ukrainian Nationalism

A study of Olena Semenyaka, the female of White Nationalism

Ivan Kratsev argues that changing demographics in democratic societies, brought on in

By imitating and emulating power grabs in neighbouring countries and

issue, including the exchange of ideas and the exchange of ideas and

In their new book, Alexander Cooley and Daniel H. Nexon make the case that we are

Meanwhile, illustrating the legal battle between the EU and Central European states over ethnic state comes in conflict with rapidly diversifying societies.
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